A surprisingly large flux of extraterrestrial high-energy neutrinos was discovered by the IceCube experiment. While the flux of muon neutrinos with energies E > 100 TeV is consistent with the extragalactic gamma-ray background (EBL) determined by Fermi-LAT, the softer component of the cascade neutrino flux at E < 100 TeV is larger than expected. Moreover, a gamma-ray excess at high Galactic latitudes at energies E > 300 GeV was found in the data of Fermi-LAT. The gammaray excess at TeV energies and the neutrino excess at E < 100 TeV may have a common Galactic origin. In this work, we study the possibility that both excesses are caused by interactions of cosmic rays (CRs) with energies up to PeV in the wall of the Local Bubble. Source of these CRs may be a recent nearby source like Vela. We show that such a scenario can explain the observed CR flux around the knee, while CR interactions in the bubble wall can generate a substantial fraction of the observed astrophysical high-energy neutrino flux below ∼ few × 100 TeV.
A surprisingly large flux of extraterrestrial high-energy neutrinos was discovered by the IceCube experiment. While the flux of muon neutrinos with energies E > 100 TeV is consistent with the extragalactic gamma-ray background (EBL) determined by Fermi-LAT, the softer component of the cascade neutrino flux at E < 100 TeV is larger than expected. Moreover, a gamma-ray excess at high Galactic latitudes at energies E > 300 GeV was found in the data of Fermi-LAT. The gammaray excess at TeV energies and the neutrino excess at E < 100 TeV may have a common Galactic origin. In this work, we study the possibility that both excesses are caused by interactions of cosmic rays (CRs) with energies up to PeV in the wall of the Local Bubble. Source of these CRs may be a recent nearby source like Vela. We show that such a scenario can explain the observed CR flux around the knee, while CR interactions in the bubble wall can generate a substantial fraction of the observed astrophysical high-energy neutrino flux below ∼ few × 100 TeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-energy astrophysical neutrinos are a unique probe to understand the non-thermal universe [1, 2] . They are produced together with gamma-rays in interactions of cosmic rays (CR) on matter and background photons in their sources and during propagation. Since neutrinos travel undisturbed, being neither absorbed as high-energy photons nor deflected in magnetic fields as charged particles, they are an ideal tracer of CR sources.
The IceCube collaboration employs two main experimental channels to detect such neutrinos. Using the tracks of muons one can measure the neutrino arrival direction rather precisely, while its energy can be only estimated within a factor of a few [3] . To avoid the atmospheric neutrino background, the energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos in this channel is measured above 200 TeV. A fit with a power law to the flux of muon neutrinos from 8 years of observations resulted in [4] E 2 F (E) = (1.0±0.25)×10 −8 E 100 TeV 2.2±0.1 GeV cm 2 s sr .
(1) The slope is consistent with a 1/E 2.1 power law which is predicted in many models of extragalactic neutrino sources [5] [6] [7] [8] . Moreover, the magnitude of the flux agrees with the one expected from the extragalactic gamma-ray background (EBL), which should contain a comparable energy [9, 10] .
In a second channel using cascade events inside the Ice-Cube detector one can measure electron neutrinos interacting via the charged current and additionally all neutrino flavours interacting via the neutral current. The energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos derived in this channel per neutrino flavor is [4] 
Such a steep spectrum challenges an extragalactic origin of this component, since the accompanying photons would overshoot the bounds on the diffuse background of extragalactic gamma-rays [9, 10] . In Ref. [11] , it was noticed that the all-sky gammaray flux measured by Fermi-LAT is consistent with the soft neutrino spectrum in Eq. (2) . While the observed gamma-ray flux is dominated by the contribution of the Galactic plane, a corresponding neutrino contribution is tightly constraint by data from both IceCube and ANTARES [12] . Therefore a Galactic neutrino contribution should be rather isotropic, with a significant fraction of the flux coming from outside of the Galactic plane.
In Ref. [13] , evidence for a Galactic contribution in the HESE neutrino data was found based on both the signal in the Galactic plane and at high Galactic latitudes. Two-component models with a Galactic and an extragalactic contribution were suggested in Refs. [14] and [15] to explain the data in both the muon and cascade channels. A non-zero Galactic contribution was obtained also more recently in a multi-component fit performed in Ref. [16] . Finally, a gamma-ray excess at high Galactic latitudes in the Fermi LAT data with energies E > 300 GeV was reported in Ref. [17, 18] . Since photons at these energies are strongly attenuated by pairproduction, these TeV photons should have a largely Galactic origin.
One possible explanation for a close to isotropic Galactic neutrino flux is that the neutrinos originate from a large Galactic halo, formed either by CRs [19, 20] or heavy dark matter particles [21] [22] [23] . Another possibility is that the main contribution to the Galactic neutrino flux is rather local, produced by CRs interactions in the walls of the Local Bubble [24] .
A smoking gun of all Galactic models explaining the IceCube data below 100 TeV is the associated, nearly isotropic flux of multi-TeV photons. Such a photon flux can be measured by dedicated experiments, which are able to suppress the CR background by a factor f CR < ∼ 3 × 10 −5 . The required suppression factor cor-responds to the ratio between the neutrino and CR flux at 10 TeV, and should be similar or better than the one achieved in the KASCADE measurements. Examples for such experiments are the existing CARPET-3 facility [25] and the next generation experiment LHAASO [26] , which is currently in the construction stage.
Once a diffuse gamma-ray flux above 10 TeV will be detected, its angular distribution can help to distinguish between the various proposed models. Signature of heavy dark matter is an excess towards the direction of the Galactic center. The gamma-ray flux from CRs in an extended Galactic halo should be nearly isotropic, apart from an energy dependent suppression towards the Galactic center due to pair production. Finally, the gamma-ray flux predicted in models of local CR sources should follow the distribution of gas in the Local Bubble and its wall.
In this work, we study the latter possibility assuming that a young CR source, as e.g. Vela, is located outside the Local Bubble and contributes significantly to the locally observed CR flux in the energy region of the CR knee [27] . We show that CR interactions in the wall of the Local Bubble can lead to a bump in the neutrino flux around 10 TeV, consistent with the soft spectrum from Eq. (2), while the accompanying photon flux is below the limits set by Kascade-Grande.
This work is structured as follows: We describe first in Sec. II our model for the local magnetic field and the geometry of the Local Bubble. Then we discuss in Sec. III the calculation of the CR flux in the wall and the interior of the bubble, as well as their dependence on the parameters describing the bubble wall. Having fixed these parameters, we present in Sec. IV B the resulting CR, neutrino and photon fluxes and compare them to the observations. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.
II. LOCAL BUBBLE AND THE GEOMETRY OF THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD
In Ref. [27] , we proposed a model in which the CR flux around the knee is dominated by the contribution of the Vela supernova remnant. In that work, which we will denote in following as case U, we used a toy model for the magnetic field structure in and around the Local Bubble (LB) inspired by Ref. [24] . In particular, we assumed cylindrical symmetry and approximated the field outside the bubble with radius R = 100 pc as uniform. Additionally, we employ now as case JF a more realistic description of the magnetic field outside the bubble using the Jansson-Farrar (JF) model for the Galactic magnetic field [28] , with the strength of the turbulent field reduced to obey B/C measurements as discussed in Refs. [29, 30] . We assume that the strength of the regular magnetic field inside the bubble depends only on the radius r from the center of the bubble and the height z above the plane, setting B in = 0.1µG inside the bubble and B sh = (8 − 12)µG in the wall for z = 0. Then we ap-ply an exponential damping of the magnetic field inside the bubble as function of the distance z to the Galactic plane with height scale z b = 100 pc. For the geometry of the bubble field, we assume inside the bubble and the wall a clockwise oriented magnetic field for y > 0 and an anticlockwise one for y < 0.
The transitions between different magnetic field regimes are interpolated by logistic functions T (r). The width of the two transitions is parametrised by w i with i = {1, 2}, while w denotes the extension of the wall. We will discuss the dependence of our results on the chosen value of these parameters in Sec. III B. As our default parameters, we use w = 2 pc, w 1 = 1 pc, and w 2 = 0.1 pc, while we set as strength of the regular magnetic field in the wall B sh = 12µG, B in = 0.1 µG inside and B out = 1 µG outside the bubble, respectively. Then the transition functions are given by
where we identify the center of the LB with the origin of our coordinate system. We set the x,y and z components of the magnetic field for r < R to
Similarly, the field is given for r > R by
with s = y/|y| and B JF are the corresponding components of the field in the JF model. The turbulent magnetic field modes are distributed between L min = 1 AU and L max = 25 pc according to an isotropic Kolmogorov power spectrum. We construct the turbulent magnetic field using nested grids as described in Ref. [31] . In the actual simulations, only field modes above L min = 0.01 pc were included. Inside the wall, we omit all Fourier modes with L > L max /100, such that the largest modes still have few oscillations within the thickness of the wall. To maintain the same strength B rms of the turbulent field, we enhance the power in the modes with smaller wave-lengths. The strength of the turbulent field is set for (R − w/2 − 3w 1 ) ≤ r ≤ (R + w/2 + 3w 2 ) to B turb = B reg /2, and for r < (R − w/2 − 3w 1 ) to B turb = 5B in . Hence CR propagate outside the bubble anisotropically, but inside nearly isotropically. This choice is motivated by the notion that the supernova explosion which created the LB expelled the regular field into the wall. At the same time, the injected turbulence lead to an increase of the turbulent component of the magnetic field in the bubble.
The Sun is assumed to be at the central part of the LB, while Vela is situated at the coordinates r Vela = 0.29 kpc, l Vela = −3.4 • and b Vela = 263.9 • . This implies that the Sun and Vela are connected by a regular magnetic field line in the original JF model. In the case of anisotropic diffusion, the CR density is strongly enhanced at small perpendicular distances to the field line through the source [32] . Therefore the CR flux from Vela typically overshoots the observed flux in the knee region in such models. As we will show in the next section, the strong field in the bubble wall acts as a CR shield, reducing the locally observed CR flux inside the bubble.
III. MODEL OF A LOCAL NEUTRINO SOURCE
In this section, we discuss the chosen CR injection spectrum and the calculation of the resulting CR fluxes, as well as the dependence of the CR flux on the parameters of the bubble.
A. Injection spectrum and calculation of the flux
We use as CR injection spectrum for Vela a broken power law in rigidity R = E/(Ze) with a break at R br = 2×10 15 V and an exponential cut-off at R max = 8×10 15 V for case U, and R br = 3 × 10 15 V and R max = 8 × 10 15 V for case JF, respectively,
The steepening of the injection spectrum by ∆β = 0.9 is motivated, e.g., by the analysis of Ref. [33] : Including strong field amplification as suggested by Bell and Lucek [34, 35] into a toy acceleration model, these authors found a break in the energy spectrum of accelerated protons. For typical values of the SNR parameters, this break is located close to the knee region. The strength ∆β of this steepening depends among others on the injection history, and in a test particle ansatz ∆β = 0.9 was found.
The numerical values of the break and the cut-off as well as the relative normalisation of the different groups of nuclear elements were chosen such to reproduce best the measured CR composition. The overall normalisation of the CR flux observed on Earth is strongly influenced by the Local Bubble, as we will discuss in the next subsection.
In order to compute the flux, we injected 30.000 protons per energy at the position of Vela and propagated them for 12.000 yr. We calculated the CR density n(E) in the three regions of interest averaging the CR densities between 8 to 12 kyr: around the source, in the bubble wall, and inside the bubble. The CR flux F (E) = c/(4π)n(E) was then computed from the CR densities in the considered volumes. For energies below 100 TeV we deduced the flux inside the bubble from the flux calculated at earlier times and higher energies using the scaling relation
This relation was confirmed in the numerical simulations presented in the supplementary material of Ref. [36] .
B. Parameter dependence of the fluxes
The main parameters of our model for the magnetic field in the LB are the magnetic field strength B sh in the wall, the wall extension w and the widths w 1/2 of the transition regions between the magnetic field in the wall and the outside. Varying these parameters, we study how the flux in the wall and inside the LB changes.
To do so, we run a set of simulations modifying each time only one parameter. To make these simulations less computing time expansive, we consider a miniature model with a smaller bubble, R = 50 pc, and a reduced distance to the source, d = 100 pc. Outside the bubble, we use instead of the JF model a uniform magnetic field directed along the x axis with strength B out = 3µG. Moreover, we compute the CR flux at an earlier time, T = 7 kyr. Therefore, the fluxes obtained should not be compared to experimental data, but serve to illustrate how the flux in the wall and inside the bubble depends on the various parameters. If not otherwise specified, we choose the widths as w = 3 pc, w 1 = 0.1 pc and w 2 = 0.01 pc, while we set the magnetic field strength in the wall to B sh = 10µG. Figure 1 shows the flux inside the bubble, in the wall and around the source for two different values of the wall thickness, w = 1 pc and w = 3 pc, respectively. While the flux of protons in the wall is practically independent from the wall thickness w, the fraction of protons traversing the wall and thus entering the bubble depends strongly on it. In contrast, the flux in the wall practically does not change varying w, since only a small fraction of protons quits the wall and enters the bubble. A similar behavior is found for the dependence of the fluxes on the amplitude of the magnetic field in the wall: A stronger magnetic field in the wall leads to a smaller fraction of protons entering the bubble, as they diffuse slower inside the wall. This behavior is shown in Fig. 2 , where we plot the fluxes for two field strengths, B sh = 5 µG and B sh = 13 µG, in the shell. The flux inside the bubble is determined by the fraction of particles exiting the wall. It is a function of the wall thickness, the amplitude of the magnetic field in the wall, and the energy of the particle. For a given strength of the mag-netic field one should compare the Larmor radius R L of the particle and the wall thickness: For R L w, particles cross the wall easily without scattering, while for R L w (and short enough propagation times) they are trapped in the wall. We have seen that the CR flux in the wall depends neither on the field strength nor the extension of the wall. In contrast, the width w 2 of the transition region between the outside and the wall influences the CR flux in the wall: When the transition is wider, the variation of the magnetic field strength is smaller and less protons are reflected. In the Fig. 4 , one can see that the flux in the wall increases by a factor three for a transition width w 2 ten times larger. This implies also a higher flux inside the bubble. The same phenomena happen varying the second width w 1 between the bubble wall and the inside, as shown in Fig. 3 : Increasing w 1 increases the flux inside the bubble, because less particles are reflected.
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IV. CR AND SECONDARY FLUXES FROM VELA
After having discussed the parameter dependence of the CR flux, we present next the CR and secondary fluxes from Vela for the specific geometry and the magnetic field of the LB described in Sec. II.
A. CR fluxes
In Fig. 5 , we show the normalised proton flux in the bubble wall, inside the bubble and around the source, for the cases U (top panel) and JF (bottom panel). Our results are compared at low energies to the data of direct cosmic ray measurements, NUCLEON [37] and and CREAM-3 [38] , while we show at higher energies indirect measurements from KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande [39] . At high energies, E > ∼ 10 16 eV, the bubble wall is transparent, since the Larmor radius (R L ∼ 100 pc) of such protons is large compared to the thickness of the bubble wall. For energies below 1 PeV, particles start to be trapped in the wall and the flux inside the bubble is increasingly suppressed. While the general behaviour in both cases is similar, the proton flux at Earth is higher in the case JF. This difference can be explained by the larger transition width w 1 we use in case JF, w 1 = 1 pc, compared to w 1 = 0.1 pc in case U.
In Fig. 6 , we compare the proton and helium fluxes from Vela in the bubble wall and at Earth compared to the data from Refs. [37] [38] [39] . We see again that the larger transition width, w 1 = 1 pc used in case JF allows lowrigidity particles to enter more easily the bubble. As a result, a larger fraction of low-energy data can be explained by the contribution from Vela. Note also that the flux is dominated by helium in the region most interesting for the secondary production of neutrinos and photons.
From Fig. 7 , we see that the all-particles flux fits well the experimental data up to 10 17 eV. In the energy range above 10 17 eV, the extragalactic contribution becomes important which we model following Ref. [41] . We compute the total energy output of Vela and the relative contribution of the different nuclear groups from the normalisation of the simulated data to the experimental ones. In the case JF, the relative energy fraction in protons [27] . The proton fluxes at the source, in the wall of the Local Bubble wall and near the Earth are shown with magenta, green and blue lines, and compared to experimental data from NUCLEON [37] , CREAM-3 [38] as well as from KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande [39] .
found is 0.54, the one of helium 0.42, of CNO 0.03 and of FeSiMg 0.007, respectively. We obtain then as total energy output in CRs 4.2×10 49 erg. In the case U, the relative energy fraction in protons found is 0.55, the one of helium 0.42, of CNO 0.025 and of FeSiMg 0.004, respectively, and the total energy output in CRs 3.6 × 10 49 erg. The total kinetic energy of the Vela supernova calculated in Ref. [47] is 1.4 × 10 50 erg. We note also that the CR acceleration efficiency of Vela should be high, as it is expected in the scenario of strong magnetic field amplification of Refs. [34, 35] .
B. Neutrino and photon fluxes
The CR flux in the knee region is dominated by helium. Since the concept of a "nuclear enhancement factor" is not well defined [48, 49] , we employ the Monte Carlo generator QGSJET-II [50, 51] to calculate the photon and neutrino secondary fluxes. We assume a mass fraction of 24% of Helium in the target gas and calculate the average intensity of the secondaries as
where σ pA inel is the production cross section of secondaries of type i in interactions of protons on nuclei with mass number A, d denotes the distance from the Sun to the interaction point x, n p (E, x) the differential number density of CR protons and n A gas (x) the density of protons and Helium in the bubble wall. We approximate the CR density n A (E, x) by the average CR density in the wall calculated previously.
In Fig. 8 we compare the flux of neutrinos (red circles) and gamma-rays (magenta crosses) produced by CR interactions in the wall of the Local Bubble to Fermi-LAT [40] and the extragalactic contribution from Ref. [41] together with experimental data from NUCLEON [42] , HAWC [43] , TAIGA [44] , CREAM [45] , KASCADE and KAS-CADE Grande [39] , and AUGER [46] ; top panel for case U, lower panel for case JF.
and IceCube measurements. The IceCube neutrino data consist of the muon neutrino channel with measurements above the atmospheric background at E > 100 TeV (green band) and cascade events which show an excess with respect to the continuation of the muon neutrino flux at E < 100 TeV (red data with errorbars). Additionally, we show the neutrino flux from extragalactic sources as a thin black line for a 1/E 2.1 power law, and the sum of the Galactic and extragalactic contributions with a thick black line. One can see that the sum of the two neutrino fluxes well fits the IceCube data choosing as gas density in the wall n = 10/cm 3 for case U and n = 5/cm 3 for case JF, respectively.
The extragalactic diffuse gamma-ray flux measured by Fermi-Lat is shown with orange errorbars together with estimates for the contributions to the gamma-ray flux from extragalactic neutrino sources. The minimal flux close to the lowest values in the blue band corresponds to an 1/E 2 neutrino flux, while the highest values is normalized to the measured diffuse gamma-ray background. Since up to 85% of this background comes from unresolved blazars, the contribution of all other sources is restricted to the lowest part of the blue band, corresponding to an 1/E 2 neutrino flux. The average diffuse gamma-ray flux at high galactic latitudes |b| > 20 • is presented with green points. This flux is dominated by the diffuse emission in the local part of our Galaxy. In addition to the expected cutoff in the diffuse emission above 100 GeV one can see a new hard component at E > 300 GeV, found in Ref. [17] . This component is fitted with the gamma-ray flux from the walls of the Local Bubble.
The integral photon flux from CR interactions in the wall of the LB are compared to KASCADE limits in Fig. 9 . In order to detect this photon flux, new more sensitive experiments are required. The flux level of gammarays predicted in our model at PeV energies may be measured by CR experiments with a high hadron rejection power, like CARPET-3 [25] or LHAASO [26] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented a model which explains the high diffuse neutrino flux measured by IceCube at E < 100 TeV by CR interactions in the walls of the Local Bubble. One of the main ingredients of our model is the presence of a young, nearby CR source like the Vela SNR. In typical models of the large-scale regular Galactic magnetic field like the one of Jansson and Farrar, where the Sun and Vela are connected by a regular magnetic field line, the resulting CR flux on Earth would overshot the observed level.
The strong magnetic field in the wall of the LB serves as a magnetic shield for CRs from such sources. In particular, the CR flux in the wall is much higher compared to the one measured on Earth. At the same time, the gas density is ∼ 10 times higher in the wall compared to the interstellar one. Both factors lead to a significant neutrino and gamma-ray flux produced in the bubble walls. Combining this Galactic component with a standard 1/E 2.1 extragalactic neutrino flux describes well the IceCube neutrino spectrum. The accompanying photon flux may be responsible for the TeV gamma-ray excess found recently in Ref. [17] . This gamma-ray flux can be detected by gamma-ray sensitive CR experiments like LHAASO or Carpet-3. For instance, the Carpet-3 experiment will be sensitive in the sub-PeV energy range. At lower energies, a next generation gamma-ray experiment which is more sensitive than Fermi-LAT would be required to detect these gamma-rays.
